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Hunter Surveillance Services is made up
of a friendly, approachable and discreet
team of corporate private investigators
in the North West.
Based in Chorley, Lancashire, we provide a range of surveillance, investigation and GPS tracking services for
businesses, organisations and corporate entities. Our team of highly skilled operatives cover both local and
national projects, providing clients with the truth and proof they need to take action.
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INSURANCE FRAUD
Are you a victim of insurance fraud? Has an injury been
exaggerated for a larger insurance claim? Do you need
evidence to reduce the payout?
If you’re suspicious of an insurance claim and believe fraud is being committed, you deserve to know the truth.
Concrete evidence could save you tens of thousands of pounds, but how can you collect it in a safe and discreet
manner? The expert insurance fraud investigators at Hunter Surveillance Services are here to help you.

Identifying insurance fraud claims
Insurance fraud is a growing culture within the UK,
with an estimated £340 million being lost each year
to fraudsters. But if you think of insurance fraud as
extreme, life-changing claims, think again.
A lot of people think the most frequent types of scams
include faking a death or setting a building on fire. In
fact, while these cons do occur, they make up only a
small percentage of fraudulent claims. The main type
of insurance fraud is actually exaggerated injury and
false accident claims.
Does this sound familiar? Perhaps an employee is over
exaggerating a workplace injury to claim against your
company? Or maybe you’re the victim of a ‘crash for
cash’ scam?

An increasing number of money-driven individuals are
staging fake car accidents to cause an unsuspecting
driver to crash into their vehicle. This can lead to
a policy holder paying more for their insurance, as
they may have to make a claim to cover any damage
incurred.
The assailant can also mislead doctors to make larger
claims, costing insurance companies thousands of
pounds every day and – most importantly – inflicting
a huge amount of mental and physical anguish on the
victim.

Insurance claims investigators
Hunter Surveillance Services offers a
full fraud investigation and surveillance
service for businesses and private
individuals. We cover all of the United
Kingdom, providing observation teams
on the ground where necessary. All our
equipment is the very best available,
giving our customers the high-quality
evidence they require.

Each case is guaranteed our full attention and will
benefit from the following…
• Personal case manager
• Experienced agents
• Pre-reports
• HD footage & images
• Daily logs & updates
• All the original footage
• GPS tracking history
• Video with date & time stamps
• End of surveillance reports

As an ICO registered operator, we are always discreet and operate with your
strictest confidentially in mind. We follow strict procedures and regulations to
ensure that all of our findings are admissible in court scenarios and detailed with
the correct time and date stamps.

SICKNESS & ABSENTEEISM
Are you concerned about an employee’s rate of sickness or
absenteeism?
Learning the truth is vital. If employees are lying to avoid their duties, working elsewhere or preparing a claim
against your business, it could cost you tens of thousands of pounds. Fortunately, there is an absolute and costeffective solution.
At Hunter Surveillance Services, we help businesses discover the truth and resolve sickness & absenteeism
situations with minimal complications. Based in Chorley, Preston, Lancashire, our team of private investigators
offer expert surveillance services across the UK. From open source intelligence and reconnaissance to GPS
tracking, we offer a range of specialised services.

The cost of sickness & absenteeism
Fraudulent absenteeism can cause all kinds of damage to the company you have worked hard to build. Not
only does it affect the productivity of a business, it also has a serious impact on team cohesion. Motivating
your team to work hard will only be made more difficult if some members of the team refuse to pull their
weight.
This has financial implications too. Employee sickness-related absences and presenteeism costs the UK economy
£77.5 billion a year, according to the latest Vitality Workplace Wellness Survey. In total, 118.6 million working
days were lost because of sickness or injury in the UK in 2020 – which equates to 3.6 days lost per worker. Your
organisation doesn’t have to fight these numbers single-handedly.

Helping you identify fraudsters
If an employee’s rate of sickness or absenteeism is an issue, talk to us.
We start every project with an in-depth discussion with you, to ensure we understand the issues you are facing and
have as much information on the employee as possible. At this point, we will provide a strategic plan to collate the
necessary evidence.
Whether you need surveillance or GPS tracking our expert detectives have the experience, know-how and
technology to discover the truth without detection. We will monitor the employee, collate HD footage & images,
record daily events and report back to you in full.
With all our sickness & absenteeism investigation
cases, we provide the following:
• Personal Case Manager – A constant point of
contact
• Experienced Agents – Professional investigators on
your side
• Pre-reports – Before starting, we always do our
homework

• HD footage & images – Concrete proof with time
stamps
• Daily logs and updates – You’re never in the dark
• GPS tracking history – Track your employee’s
movement
• Final Surveillance Report – Including all findings
and evidence

Talk to a member of our team now on 0808 281 2512 or 07555 712 919.

GPS VEHICLE TRACKING
Do you need to track the location and movement of a vehicle?
Whether it’s your own or somebody else’s, Hunter Surveillance Services can successfully locate and track vehicles.
Maybe you have an important corporate investigation – perhaps you want to check expense claims, track a vehicle
you believe is being used for personal reasons or monitor an employee that’s claiming to be sick but working
elsewhere. Alternatively, it could be for a matrimonial investigation – you could be suspicious of your partner and
simply need to know if your suspicions are true.
Either way, we can help you discover the truth with our GPS vehicle tracking services. Based in Chorley, Preston,
Lancashire, our team of surveillance experts provide tracking solutions in local areas like Wigan, Bolton and
Blackburn and further afield across the UK. We have the know-how and technological expertise needed to legally
monitor vehicles and track movement without being detected.

Vehicle tracking solutions
Our GPS trackers can be deployed discreetly on vehicles for as long as you need, whether that’s a few days
or several months. We ensure that all of our trackers are contained in waterproof wrappings and covers,
meaning these devices can be used for nearly every occasion, no matter the time of year or weather
conditions.
Vehicle positioning updates will be supplied regularly, ranging from every 5 seconds to every 60 minutes, so you can
be constantly aware of its movement. You can even receive a text message to your mobile phone when the vehicle
has started moving or when it has entered or exited a specific area.
As an added bonus, the tracking history can also be viewed in a written format on the tracking server, with the
option to copy and print. So, there is no denying where the vehicle has been.

Why use a tracker?
Whether you’re concerned that a company vehicle is being misused, suspect that a partner may be up to no
good or just want to keep an eye on a loved one’s whereabouts, a GPS tracker is an easy and discreet way
to do so. Trackers are often used alongside surveillance to also get the necessary HD video evidence, so you
know exactly what the person is getting up to with the vehicle in question.

Our specialist teams can deploy trackers
anywhere in the UK. We offer an online
live tracking panel, so you can simply log
in and find out where the vehicle is.
All of our GPS tracking investigations
come with the following benefits…
• LIVE GPS Tracking
• Movement Alerts
• Tracking History
• Deployment & Retrieval

EMPLOYEE THEFT
Do you suspect an employee of stealing from your business
or other employees?
Sadly, you won’t be the first employer to suspect an employee of theft. And you won’t be the last. But that doesn’t
make it okay. If an employee or employees are stealing from your business, it could be costing you a significant
amount of money.
It’s important that you get the bottom of it quickly and get the truth so you can act accordingly. At Hunter
Surveillance Services, we can provide the expert help you need to uncover what’s really going on. Our specialist
team of private investigators can get to you, wherever you are in the UK. Whether it’s covert operations, audio and
visual recording or GPS tracking, we can deliver the service you need to move forward.

What is employee theft?

How we can help

While you may think of employee theft
as the cut and fry stealing of products
or money, it actually comes in several
forms.

When it comes to employee theft, it’s better to
identify the perpetrator sooner rather than later.
If employee theft is becoming a problem for your
business, it’s time to get the help you need.

Some of these include:
• Larceny – Larceny is a common form of employee
theft. It involves an employee stealing objects or
money that belongs to the business.
• Skimming – Skimming is where employees take
cash from the business. A cashier at a store may
steal money paid for products without recording
it on the cash register, for example.

At Hunter Surveillance Services, we start every project
in the same way. We’ll have an in-depth discussion with
you so we can understand the severity of the problem
and gather as much information about your suspicions as
possible. Once we have the necessary information, we’ll
be able to suggest a surveillance plan to suit your needs.
Some of the services that we can provide include:
• Personal case manager – Your case manager will be
your constant point of contact.

• Fraud – Employee fraud can happen in a number
of different ways. Perhaps you suspect your
employee of ordering goods and then keeping
them. Maybe your employee works with the
business accounts and is paying themselve more
than they should. Catching these employees
often involves thorough investigation.

• Experienced agents – We have a specialist team
ready and waiting.

• Data theft – Is your employee making money
from selling confidential data to a competitor?
Not only is this a breach of trust but it’s also
breaking the law.

• Daily logs – You’ll never have to wait to receive
information.

• Pre-reports – We ensure we do our research prior to
starting an investigation.
• HD footage and images – Time stamped images to
provide you with proof.

• GPS tracking – Know where your company vehicles
are at all times.
• Final report – You get a collation of every piece of
information gathered.

Our investigators are ready and willing to answer all of your questions.
Just give us a quick call on 0808 281 2512 today for an accurate, noobligation quote.

NON-COMPETE VIOLATIONS
Has a former employee taken your clients? Or used vital
information to create unfair competition for your business?
In most cases, this will be a violation or breach of a non-compete clause in their contract. This has become
increasingly common – hence the need for the clause in the first place. Despite being legally prohibited from
taking clients or using protected information, many unscrupulous employees will still chance their arm, thinking
they can get away with it.
The result, almost invariably, is detriment to your business. Lost clients, less work and a drop in the revenue that
keeps your business going. Thankfully, Hunter Surveillance Services can make sure they don’t get away with it.
Our experienced private investigators will draw upon a variety of investigation techniques to find out what’s going
on and provide evidence of a non-compete breach.

A closer look at non-compete clauses
Also known as restraint of trade or covenant not to compete, non-compete clauses and contracts have
become common practice in the UK and across the world. While it’s perfectly fine for an employee to set up
their own business as competition, the clause prevents them from using underhand methods to do so.
That includes using trade secrets or confidential information, which they’ve accessed while working for you, to build
a business which directly rivals your own. However, in many cases, former employees will simply resort to stealing
clients directly.
There’s no way to prevent this information being accessed by employees. After all, they need to know who your
clients are and how your company works in order to do their job. That’s why non-compete agreements are so
valuable to companies like yours – and why it’s so frustrating when they’re ignored, breached and violated.
Non-compete clauses can be violated by long-standing employees who have become unhappy at work. Or breaches
they can be planned and pre-meditated by new staff, who get a job at your company with the sole purpose of
stealing clients or other information.
Whatever the case, it needs to stop. Comprehensive background checks can reduce the risk of dishonest people
entering your company. After all, prevention is better than the cure. But without the benefit of hindsight, the best
way to tackle existing violations is with a professional non-compete clause investigation.

How we can help
At Hunter Surveillance Services, we have a wealth of experience in private
investigation, covert monitoring and gathering high-quality evidence without
detection. All of this expertise can be used to track what your former employees are
doing and prove a potential breach of their non-compete clause.
With all our sickness & absenteeism investigation
cases, we provide the following:
• Covert monitoring – Our skilled operatives can
covertly monitor the activity of an ex-employee.
We’ll create a detailed log of where they go, what
they do and who they’re speaking to, uncovering any
violation of their contract.
• Gathering evidence – Most importantly, we’ll use
state-of-the-art equipment to get high-quality
images and videos which show exactly what’s going
on. Evidence can be used in court, where our trusted
investigators are also happy to support your case.

• GPS tracking – Non-compete violations don’t
happen overnight. If you suspect a current employee
of planning a competitive venture, GPS tracking on
company vehicles can provide an invaluable insight
into their activity.
• Investigating slander – In many cases, noncompete breaches go hand in hand with devious
acts against your business. We can investigate fake
reviews or the spread of misinformation to find
who’s acting against your company.

Get your free consultation with
Hunter Surveillance Services
We’re ready to help you.
Contact us today to request a complimentary consultation with our expert
private investigators. You can reach us by phone or email.
Phone: 0808 281 2512
Mobile: 07555 712 919
Email: contact@hunter-surveillance-services.com

Chorley Office
Address: 23 Bolton Street, Chorley PR7 3AA
Phone: 0808 281 2512
Mobile: 07555 712 919
Preston Office
Address: Cotton Ct, Church St, Preston PR1 3BY
Phone: 01772 419 613
Liverpool Office
Address: Level One, Basecamp, 49 Jamaica St,
Liverpool L1 0AH
Phone: 0151 453 0343
contact@hunter-surveillance-services.com
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